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ABSTRACT. It has been observed that surface mapping class groups share various 
properties in common with the class of linear groups (e.g., [BLM, H]). In this paper, 
the known list of such properties is extended to the "Tits-Alternative", a property of 
linear groups established by J. Tits [T]. In fact, we establish that every subgroup of a 
surface mapping class group is either virtually abelian or contains a nonabelian free 
group. 

In addition, in order to establish this result, we develop a theory of attractors and 
repellers for the a.ction of surface mapping classes on Thurston's projective lamina-
tion spaces [Thl]. This theory generalizes results known for pseudo-Anosov mapping 
classes [FLPj. 

O. Introduction. Let F be a complete, orientable Riemann surface of finite type, 
without holes, with c connected components, b cusps and genus g. We require that 
each connected component of F has negative Euler characteristic. We assume that F 
is equipped with a complete hyperbolic structure. aF will denote a family of disjoint 
simple closed curves, each bounding a cusp of F. We shall assume that each 
component of aF is a horocycle in the cusp. 

The mapping class group of F, f(F), is the group of isotopy classes of diffeomor-
phisms of F. The elements of this group are called mapping classes [Bl, B2, Ha, HT]. 
The main result of this paper arose from a consideration of properties which f(F) 
shares in common with the class of linear groups. Other examples of this theme 
occur in [BLM and H]. The particular property of linear groups which is under 
consideration here was established by J. Tits. 

THEOREM [T]. Let G be a subgroup of GL(n, I), where I is a field of characteristic 
zero. Either G contains a solvable subgroup of finite index, or G contains a nonabelian 
free group. 

This theorem has become known as the "Tits-Alternative for GL(n, I)" [BL]. In 
[BL], it is conjectured that this alternative holds for a much wider class of groups to 
which f(F) belongs. (It is not known whether f(F) embeds in GL(n, I).) In this 
paper, we prove that a stronger alternative holds in f(F). 

THEOREM A. Let G be a subgroup off(F). Either G contains an abelian subgroup of 
finite index, or G contains a nonabelianfree group. 
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Note. This result has been proven simultaneously by N. Ivanov of the Leningrad 
Branch of the Steklov Mathematical Institute, using similar methods. 

G is virtually abelian if G contains an abelian subgroup of finite index. (Similarly, 
one can define various virtual properties such as virtually solvable and virtually 
torsion free.) This stronger alternative for reF) was expected due to the following 
theorem in [BLM]. 

THEOREM [BLM]. Every solvable subgroup of r( F) is virtually abelian. 

If S is a subset of reF), let gp(S) denote the subgroup of reF) which is 
generated by S. In the course of proving Theorem A, we will prove a more exact 
statement for two generator subgroups of reF). 

THEOREM B. Let a and T be elements of reF). There exist nonzero integers, M and 
N, such that either gp(a M, TN) is abelian, or gp(a M, TN) is a nonabelianfree group of 
rank two on the generators a M and TN. 

The central idea behind the proof of Theorems A and B is a criterion for free 
groups which was employed by Tits in the proof of his theorem for GL(n, f) [T]. 

FREEDOM CRITERION. Let G be a group acting on a set X, a, T E G, U, V C X and 
p E X\ (U U V). In addition, suppose that for all nonzero integers n, 

(1) an({p} U V) c Uand 
(2) Tn({p} U U) C V. 

Then gp( a, T) is a free group of rank two on the generators a and T. 
In order to put this criterion to work, we consider the action of reF) on f!}Jff>(F), 

the projective lamination space introduced by Thurston [ThI]. We associate to each 
mapping class T a pair of subsets of f!}J ff>( F), (Join+( T), Joinj T ». We prove that 
these objects serve as attractors and repeUers in the following sense. 

UNIFORM CONVERGENCE LEMMA. Let T E reF), let K be a compact subset of 
f!}Jff>(F)\JoinjT), and let U be an open neighborhood of Join+(T). There exists a 
positive integer N such that ifn ~ N, then Tn(K) C U. 

From Thurston's theory of surface mapping classes [Th2, FLP], we observe that 
each mapping class T has a canonical reduction to a simple direct sum of a mapping 
class of algebraically finite type and a pseudo-Anosov mapping class. (Of course, we 
must allow that one of the "factors" is not present.) Although the dynamics of the 
actions of these two classes of maps on projectiv~ lamination spaces are distinct (the 
former being" parabolic" and the latter being" hyperbolic"), they nevertheless have 
the common property expressed by the Uniform Convergence Lemma. 

F or the first" factor", we construct a function which vanishes on Join +( T) which 
is equal to Joinj T). By observing that the Uniform Convergence Lemma is 
"invariant" under iteration of T, we are able to replace T by any given iterate. Since, 
up to iteration, algebraically finite type mapping classes are "direct products" of 
Dehn twists, we are able, without loss of generality, to give explicit calculations of 
the action of T on the projective lamination space in terms of natural coordinates 
supplied by the Harer-Penner theory of pavings [HP]. In this manner, we are able to 
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establish that, under iteration of 'T, the given function converges to zero with the 
appropriate uniformity, and establish, thereby, the Uniform Convergence Lemma 
for mapping classes of algebraically finite type. 

For the second "factor", the Uniform Convergence Lemma for pseudo-Anosovs is 
established by similar arguments involving the geometric intersection form of 
Thurston. 

Subsequently, by employing the natural topological join structure on projective 
lamination spaces of surfaces of several components, we are able to "join" the 
"height" functions constructed for the previous two classes of maps in order to 
obtain "height" functions for the simple direct sums. By a more careful analysis of 
the convergence of the "composite" functions, we are able to deduce the Uniform 
Convergence Lemma for simple direct sums. 

Finally, in order to compare the dynamics of an arbitrary mapping class with that 
of its corresponding reduction to a simple direct sum, we construct natural reduction 
maps between the corresponding projective lamination spaces. It is then a rather 
straightforward argument to deduce the general statement of the Uniform Conver-
gence Lemma from the previous results. 

Here is an outline of the paper. In §1, we review the basic aspects of Thurston's 
theory of geodesic laminations. In §2, we review the outlines of Thurston's theory of 
surface mapping classes. The reader who is familiar with this material may wish to 
begin with §3. 

In the following two sections, §§3 and 4, we establish the Uniform Convergence 
Lemma for mapping classes of algebraically finite type and the Uniform Convergence 
Lemma for pseudo-Anosovs. Combining these results, we deduce, in §5, the Uniform 
Convergence Lemma for simple direct sums. 

In §6, we employ the theory of pavings to construct the aforementioned reduction 
maps. We employ these maps, in §7, to give the general definition of the Joins of 
surface mapping classes. In the same manner in which these classes "decompose" 
into canonical "parts", the Joins "decompose" into canonical "parts". Although it is 
possible to give an "intrinsic" definition of the Joins [Mc2], the use of the reduction 
maps captures the "anatomy" directly. In §8, we employ the reduction maps and the 
description of the Joins to deduce the Uniform Convergence Lemma in full 
generality. 

In §9, we prove Theorem B and in §10, we prove Theorem A. Both theorems 
follow fairly directly from the results of the previous sections. 

I. Laminations and train tracks. The reader is referred to [Ke, M, Thl, Th3, Th4 
and Th5] for general discussions of measured geodesic laminations, to [FLP and 
TH2] for expositions of the parallel theory of measured foliations, and finally to 
[HP] for a detailed discussion of the theory of measured train tracks and pavings. At 
this point, we shall review some of the definitions for the purposes of establishing 
terminology and notation. 

A geodesic lamination on F is a foliation of a closed subset of F all of whose leaves 
are complete geodesics. The simplest examples of geodesic laminations are provided 
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by families of disjoint simple closed geodesics. We shall refer to such a family as an 
admissible system [G]. 

A transverse measure on a geodesic lamination is a family of finite Borel measures 
supported on the local cross sections and compatible with the transition functions. 
An admissible system has a natural transverse measure. The local cross sections of 
an admissible system are finite sets which we can equip with the counting measure. 
The resulting transverse measure is referred to as the counting measure on the 
admissible system. 

A measured lamination, !l', is a pair (y, IJ.), where y is a geodesic lamination and IJ. 
is a transverse measure for y. The support of!l' is the underlying lamination y, which 
we shall also denote as supp(!l'). Unless otherwise specified, we shall consider an 
admissible system as a measured lamination with support, the admissible system, 
and transverse measure, the counting measure. vii !l'(F) is the set of all measured 
laminations. 

monogon bigon 

FIGURE 1 

A train track Ton Fis a C1-graph properly embedded in F such that F\ T has no 
monogons or bigons (Figure 1). A geodesic lamination y of F is carried by T if there 
is a proper C1 homotopy 1/;: F X 1--+ F, such that 

(1) 1/;0 = identity, 
(2) 1/;1(Y) c T, and 
(3) DI/; t I y is never zero. 

The map 1/;1 is called a collapsing map. We say that it collapses y to T. 

:> p 

-----~ 
p(b1 ) + p(b2 ) + p(b3 ) = p(b4 ) + p(bs) 

FIGURE 2 

A transverse measure for T is a nonnegative function p on the unoriented branches 
of T, P(T), such that at every vertex of T, the sum of the values of the branches on 
either side of the vertex are equal. A vertex of T is called a switch and we say that p 
satisfies the switch conditions (Figure 2). A measured train track is a pair (T, p), where 
T is a train track and p is a transverse measure for T. 
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If .P is a measured lamination (y, /L), with y carried by T, we shall say.P is carried 
by T. In such an event, we obtain a measured train track (T, /L#) associated to.P. 
The value /L #( b), where b is a branch of T, may be regarded as "the total transverse 
measure of the local leaves whose image under the collapsing map runs through the 
given edge b" [M]. 

Harer and Penner define an equivalence relation on measured train tracks which 
is generated by the following topological moves: 

(1) isotopy of T, 
(2) erasing branches with zero transverse measure, 
(3) valid Whitehead moves (Whitehead moves respecting the switch conditions as 

in Figure 3). 
Harer and Penner obtain a purely combinatorial definition of A .P(F) by 

establishing that the notion of a measured lamination being carried by a train track 
provides a one-to-one correspondence between the set of measured laminations and 
the set of equivalence classes of measured train tracks [HP]. 

Note. The additional technical restrictions on the train tracks required to insure 
this correspondence (i.e. the notions of recurrent and transversely recurrent), will not 
be significant for our purposes. 

Let .P be a measured lamination (y, /L) on F and let A be a positive real. We may 
multiply each of the local transverse measures of /L by the real A to obtain a new 
transverse measure which we denote as A . /L. There is an action of R+ on A .P( F) 
by the rule: A . .p= (y, A . /L). If we let R+ = R+U {O}, we may extend this action, 
in an obvious fashion, to an action of R+ onA .P(F). The obvious action of R+ on 
the set of measured train tracks evidently descends to this action under the 
correspondence outlined above. 

In addition to the action of R+ onA .P(F), Thurston defines an action of reF) 
[101]. From the discussion in [M], it is possible to describe this action as follows. Let 
7" be a mapping class and (y, /L) a measured lamination. One may choose a 
representative t of 7" such that t( y) is a geodesic lamination. Furthermore, t( y) has a 
natural transverse measure t*(/L) induced from /L via t. We define 7"(y, /L) = 
(t(y), t *(/L)). This gives a well-defined action onA .P(F). 
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In a similar manner, f(F) acts on equivalence classes of measured train tracks. 
Let 'T E f(F) and let [(T, v)] be an equivalence class of a measured train track 
(T, v). Choose a diffeomorphism t representing 'T. If we apply t to T, we obtain a 
train track t(T). In addition, t induces a bijection from f3(T) to f3(t(T)) which we 
may use to transfer the measure v to a transverse measure t .(v) on t(T). Let 
'T[(T, v)] = [(t(T), t.( v))]. It is evident that this action is well defined, and agrees 
with the action of f(F) on vi{ .ft'(F). 

The reader is referred to [Ke and M] for descriptions of Thurston's topology on 
vi{ .ft'(F), in the case where F is a connected surface. Harer and Penner give a 
combinatorial description of this topology as follows [HP]: Let M(T) be the set of 
measured train tracks with the same underlying track T, let f3(T) be the set of 
unoriented branches of T and let RP(T) be the vector space of real valued functions 
on f3(T). M(T) is an additive submonoid of this vector space invariant under the 
action of R+. Since M(T) is given by a family of homogeneous linear equations (the 
switch conditions), and inequalities (nonnegativity), M(T) is a cone over a poly-
hedron. (We give M(T) the subspace topology, where RP(T) is given the Euclidean 
topology.) 

Assuming the train track may be isotoped in F to a train track of small curvature, 
the Euclidean topology above is compatible with Thurston's topology. This is made 
precise by the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1.1 [M]. There exists a constant K> 0, such that for any complete 
hyperbolic surface F and any train track Ton F of curvature less than K, if U(T) is the 
subspace of vi{ .ft' (F) consisting of measured laminations carried by T, then the map 

U(T) --+ M(T), 

is a homeomorphism. 

Note. If T' is isotopic to T, then any isotopy between T' and T induces a 
homeomorphism between M(T') and M(T). In addition, in this situation, it is 
evident that U(T') = U(T). Hence, the theorem remains valid provided T is isotopic 
to a train track of curvature less than K. (The notions of recurrent and transversely 
recurrent are the combinatorial conditions required to insure that a train track may 
be isotoped to one of sufficiently small curvature [HP].) Henceforth we assume that 
all train tracks are isotopic to train tracks of curvature less than K. 

Harer and Penner show that, under the correspondences, vi{ .ft' (F) is homeomor-
phic to the quotient space of the disjoint union of the cones defined above [HP]. 

The projective lamination space gJ.ft'(F) is simply the orbit space of vi{ .ft'(F) \ {O} 
by the action of R+. We shall denote the projective class of a measured lamination.ft' 
by [.ft']. It is easy to see that the action of f( F) on vI{.ft'( F) descends to an action 
on gJ.ft'(F). As pointed out in [Ke], gJ.ft'(F) is given the quotient topology. 

The reader will observe that the obvious action of R+ on M(T) is compatible with 
the defined action of R+ on vi{ .ft'(F). Hence, we have a projective version of 
Theorem 1.1 as well. 

For our purposes, we shall require the following results. 
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THEOREM 1.2 [Thl, HPJ. Let F be a connected orientable surface of genus g. 
(l)(case a: 3F = 0) &2(F) == S6g-6-1 (sphere), 

(case b: 3F =#; 0) &2(F) == D6g+2b-6-1 (disc). 
(2) The action R+ xvi( 2( F) --+ vi( 2( F) is continuous. 
(3) The action f( F) xvi( 2( F) --+ vi( 2( F) is continuous. 
(4) The action f(F) X &2(F) --+ &2(F) is continuous. 
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Suppose that F = UiEI 1';, where each 1'; is connected. Given any measured 
lamination 2 on F, we have associated measured laminations, given by restriction to 
the components. Therefore, we have a bijective correspondence between the two 
spaces vi( 2(F) - DiElvl( 2(1';). Giving the right-hand term the product topology, 
each factor being equipped with Thurston's topology, we use this bijection to induce 
a topology on vi( 2(F). As always&2(F) is given the quotient topology. 

As we shall demonstrate, the structure of &2(F) for surfaces of several compo-
nents may be understood in terms of the notion of topological join. At this point, we 
recall the definition of the join of topological spaces. 

If { Xiii E I} is a collection of topological spaces, then we may define the join of 
{Xiii E I}, *iEIXi' as the collection of formal sums 

LAi·Xi, 
iEI 

where Xi E Xi' Ai ~ 0 and LiEI Ai = 1. Equality of these formal sums is defined in 
an obvious manner. Likewise, the topology of the join is defined in an obvious 
fashion. 

A weight function on vi( 2(F) is just a continuous function II: vi( 2(F) --+ R+ 
such that: 

(1) IA ·21 = A . 121 for all A E R+,2E vi( 2(F), and 
(2) 121 = 0 if and only if 2= o. 

For now, we assume such functions exist. Later, we shall have opportunity to 
construct explicit weight functions (§3). 

Now, suppose that F = U iEI 1';. (We need not assume, in the following discussion, 
that any 1'; is connected.) We consider a fixed weight function I I. 

LEMMA 1.3. &2(F) is homeomorphic to * &2(F{). iEI 
PROOF. By the discussion above, vi( 2(F) == DiElvl( 2(1';). It is easy to check 

that the following function yields the desired homeomorphism: 
&2(F) --+ * &2(1';), 

iEI 

iEI 

REMARK. The homeomorphism of Lemma 1.3 is not natural. Unfortunately, there 
is no natural weight function. Nevertheless, we will find this structure to be very 
helpful. 

Since the genus of a surface is just the sum of the genera of its components, it is 
easy to verify, using Lemma 1.3 and standard facts about topological joins, the 
following corollary of Theorem 1.2. 
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COROLLARY 1.4. Let F be an orientable surface. 
(1) (case a: aF = 0) 9ff(F) == S6g-6c-1 (sphere), 

(case b: aF =1= 0)9ff(F) == D 6 g+ 2b - 6c-1 (disc). 
(2) The action R+ x.A ff(F) ~.A ff(F) is continuous. 
(3) The action reF) x.A ff(F) ~.A ff(F) is continuous. 
(4) The action f(F) X 9ff(F) ~ 9ff(F) is continuous. 

2. Thurston's classification of mapping classes. The reader is referred to [BLM] for 
a discussion of notions related to Thurston's trichotomy for mapping classes. We 
shall give a brief review of the main features. First, we consider the case where F is 
connected. A mapping class 'T is pseudo-Anosov if there exists a unique pair [ff_] and 
[ff+] of projective classes of measured laminations preserved by the action of 'T on 
9ff(F) [ThS]. In the event that 'T is pseudo-Anosov, there exists a positive real, 
A > 1, such that 'Tff ± = A ± Iff ±; A is the dilatation factor for 'T. [ff+] is the attracting 
lamination for 'T and [ff_] is the repelling lamination for 'T. 

Now, suppose F is an arbitrary surface. For any mapping class 'T we may choose a 
nonzero exponent n, such that 'Tn preserves each component of F. We refer to the 
restrictions of 'Tn to these components as restrictions of'T. The mapping class 'T is 
pseudo-Anosov if each of its restrictions is pseudo-Anosov. The mapping class is of 
finite order if 'Tn = 1 for some n =1= O. The mapping class is reducible if it preserves 
some admissible system. We refer to such a system as a reduction system for 'T. Each 
isotopy class in the admissible system is a reduction class for 'T. If 'T is reducible andd 
is a reduction system for 'T, we may choose a representative t of 'T, such that 
ted) = d. Then tIF\d' determines a mapping class f in r(F\d), which we refer 
to as the reduction of'T alongd. We shall denote F\d by F. 

Note. F is considered as a complete hyperbolic surface. Thus the structure on F is 
not that inherited directly from F. Being a surface of finite type and negative Euler 
characteristic, F does in fact have a complete hyperbolic structure. Although not 
unique, the choice of hyperbolic structure is not significant for our purposes. All the 
notions associated to laminations are known to be independent of the choice of 
hyperbolic structure; they are actually topological invariants of the underlying 
topological surface [Ke, M, ThS]. 

A mapping class 'T is adequately reduced if each of its restrictions is either of finite 
order or pseudo-Anosov. A reduction system d for 'T is an adequate reduction system 
for 'T if the reduction of 'T along d is adequately reduced. 

The central result of Thurston's concerning mapping classes is as follows. 

THEOREM 2.1 [Th3]. Every mapping class 'T E reF) is either adequately reduced or 
has an adequate reduction system. 

It appears to be convenient to speak of the empty set as an adequate reduction 
system for an adequately reduced mapping class. With this in mind, we may state 
the results of [BLM] concerning adequate reduction systems. 

THEOREM 2.2 [BLM]. Every mapping class 'T E reF) possesses a unique minimal 
adequate reduction system d T • 
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The essential reduction system for 7 is the canonical system of Theorem 2.2. The 
essential reduction of 7 is the reduction of 7 along dr' 

3. The Uniform Convergence Lemma for mapping classes of algebraically finite 
type. A mapping class 7 is of algebraically finite ~ype if the essential reduction of 7 is 
of finite order [N]. In this section, we shall prove the Uniform Convergence Lemma 
(U.c.L.) for mapping classes of algebraically finite type. Henceforth, throughout this 
section, 7 denotes a fixed mapping class of algebraically finite type on a fixed surface 
F. It is easy to see that there exists a positive integer M such that 7 M is a product of 
Dehn twists about the components of d r [BLM]. 

In order to avoid the distraction of presenting a general definition of the Joins of 
mapping classes, we shall now give a special definition for this class of maps. (The 
reader may wish to turn to §7 for the general definition.) In this particular case, 
Join+( 7) = Join_( 'T) = the set of projective laminations whose supports have trivial 
transverse intersection with dr' 

LEMMA 3.l. The Uniform Convergence Lemma is true for 7 if and only if it is true for 
7 M . 

PROOF. By the properties of essential reduction systems,drM = d r [BLM]. Clearly, 
therefore, 'T M is of algebraically finite type. Consequently, Join i 7 M) = Join i 7). 

It is evident, therefore, that the V.C.L. for 7 implies the V.c.L. for 'TM. On the 
other hand, suppose the u.c.L. is true for 7 M . In order to establish it for 7, let K and 
U be subsets of f!JJ oP (F) as in the hypotheses of the V. c.L. Let U' = n ~ (/ 'T - j (U). 
Choose N' such that if n > N', then (7MY(K) c U'. Now let N = MN' and 
suppose that n > N. Then n = qM + r, where q ;;:. N' and 0 ~ r < M. We conclude 
that 7n(K) = 'Tr(7qM(K)) C 7r(u'). But 'Tr(U') C 'Tr(7-r(u)) = U. Hence, 7n(K) C 

U. 
Henceforth, we may assume that M = l. With this assumption in mind, we shall 

begin with an explicit calculation of the action of 'T on.A oP(F) in terms of the 
coordinates of a paving. This amounts, in principle, to a calculation of the action of 7 

on the well-known Dehn-Thurston parameters for simple closed curves. This calcula-
tion has been carried out, in general, by Penner [Pl. Nevertheless, since our setting is 
much simpler, we shall give an explicit calculation here. 

Using measured train tracks, Harer and Penner define their pavings of f!JJoP(F) 
[HP]. Roughly speaking, a paving is a covering of f!JJoP(F) by a finite family of 
polyhedra, any two of which meet along a common subface (not necessarily a 
codimension one subface), or are disjoint. In what follows, we allow these intersec-
tions to consist of a union of subfaces. We might call these "pseudo-pavings". They 
will suffice for our purposes. In fact, for our purposes, it will be easier to work with 
them. We shall call these "pseudo-pavings" simply pavings. We now review certain 
features which we shall need. 

The first observation is simply that the projectivization of M(T) is a polyhedron. 
Indeed, certain "maximal" train tracks correspond to polyhedra of maximal di-
mension in the manifold f!JJoP(F). This idea is behind the Harer-Penner pavings. 
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embedded nonembedded 

FIGURE 4 

To construct a paving, one begins with a pants decomposition. A pants decomposi-
tion of F is an admissible system fJJ such that F \ fJJ is a disjoint union of pairs of 
pants. (A pair of pants is a sphere with three holes.) For example, the collection 
{ a1, a2 , a3 , a4 } of Figure 4 is a pants decomposition of the once-punctured surface 
of genus two. We do not require that the closed pants embed in F (Figure 4). 

About each component a of fJJ we choose a closed annular neighborhood Aa. In 
each cusp, we choose a horocycle {3 and a punctured disc DfJ such that aDfJ = {3. 
These annuli and punctured discs are chosen to be pairwise disjoint. The comple-
ment of these annuli and punctured discs is a disjoint union of compact, embedded 
pairs of pants. We proceed to describe certain local models for a collection of train 
tracks. 

T{a,-l) T{a,l) 

... -- -.., 

FIGURE 5 
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T(f3) 

FIGURE 6 

In each annulus A a , we choose two train tracks as depicted in Figure 5. In each 
CUSp DfJ choose a train track such as in Figure 6. 

In each compact, embedded pair of pants P, choose four train tracks as depicted 
in Figure 7. We assume that each of these local models is orthogonal to the 
corresponding boundary components. Furthermore, we require that they coincide on 
common boundary components. With these constraints, we may construct various 
train tracks by varying the choice of local model in each pair of pants and each 
annulus. 

By fixing an ordering of the branches on each track T, we obtain, by Theorem 1.1, 
an embeddingj(T): U(T) -+ RB, where B is the number of unoriented branches of 
T. We shall refer to such a map as a coordinate map on U(T). In these coordinates, 
U(T) is a cone over a polyhedron. (It is easy to verify that B does not depend on the 
track T. In fact, B = 15g + 7b - 15c.) 

a a 

a a 

y {J 
FIGURE 7 
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In order to describe the transition functions for these coordinate maps we need to 
discuss the notion of subtrack. The coordinate maps have values in (R+)B. A face of 
(R+)B is a subset of (R+)B which is determined by a subset J c I, where 1= 
{1, ... ,B}, and the conditions Xi = 0 for each i E 1\ J. We shall denote such a face 
as (R+)J. It is, of course, naturally identified with (R+)A, where A is the cardinality 
of J. Given such a face,i(T)-I«R+)J) can be identified as U(T(J», where T(J) is 
the train track obtained from T by "erasing" the edges corresponding to I\J. We 
refer to T(J) as a subtrack of T, and to U(T(J» as a face of U(T). If T(J) is 
isotopic to T'(J'), then it is easy to see that U(T(J» = U(T'(J'». Indeed, under the 
isotopy, the edges of T corresponding to J may be identified with the edges of T' 
corresponding to J'. This yields a bijection a: J ~ J' which we arbitrarily extend to 
a bijection a: I ~ I. Evidently, if a: RB ~ RB is the isomorphism of RB obtained by 
permuting coordinates according to a, then 

Thus, the transitlon functions are just permutations of coordinates. We shall, 
henceforth, identify isotopic sub tracks as above and refer to T( J) as a common 
subtrack of T and T'. Likewise, we speak of U(T(J» as a common face of U(T) and 
U(T'). 

Let .'T ( 9) be the collection of train tracks constructed from the local models 
chosen above. Weare now ready to state the result from [HPJ which we shall require. 

THEOREM 3.2 [HPJ. (1)vft .P(F) = U{ U(T)IT E .'T(9)}. 
(2) For each pair of cones U(T) and U(T'), U(T) n U(T') is a finite union of 

common faces and the transition functions for the coordinate maps on these common 
faces are given by permutations of coordinates. 

Note. The isotopies between common sub tracks can be taken to fix 9. 
The coordinate maps give homogeneous coordinates on polyhedra in 9.P( F), and 

one obtains a covering of 9.P(F) by polyhedra meeting along at most finitely many 
faces. 

If [.Pj is a projective lamination with a representative.P carried by a train track 
T, we say that [.Pj is carried by T. It is clear that if [.Pj is carried by T, any 
representative of [.Pj is carried by T. Let /1(T) be the set of projective classes 
carried by T. The collection {/1(T)IT E .'T(9)}, with all the associated structure as 
a covering of 9.P(F) by polyhedra with homogeneous coordinates, is called a 
paving of 9.P(F) associated to the pants decomposition 9. We shall sometimes refer 
to the collection of cones {U(T)IT E .'T( f!JJ)} as a paving for vft.P( F). 

REMARK. Harer and Penner use slightly different train tracks and obtain a 
covering by cones intersecting in at most one face. In addition they use only those 
polyhedra of maximal dimension. There is a simple combinatorial condition for 
determining which tracks yield cones of maximal dimension [HPJ. We shall not 
concern ourselves with these refinements. 

Suppose that.PE U(T). Let i(T): U(T) ~ RB be the coordinate map for U(T). 
We may define the weight of.P, I.PI, to be the sum of the coordinates. By Theorem 
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3.2, I.PI does not depend upon the choice of T carrying.P. Therefore, we have a 
well-defined function 

I 1:.A'p(F) ~ R+. 

LEMMA 3.3.1 I:.A .P(F) ~ R+ is a weight function. 

PROOF. I I is continuous on each cone U(T) and it is well defined on the 
intersections of these cones. Since these cones are closed subsets of .A .P(F) and 
they cover .A .P (F), II is a continuous function. 

It is easy to see that the given action of R+ on U(T) agrees, under the 
identification given by the coordinate map j(T), with the usual action of R+ on RB. 
Hence it is clear from the definitions that IA. . .PI = A. . I.PI for all A. E R+ and all 
.PE.A .P(F). Finally, it is clear that I.PI = 0 if and only if.P= O. 

Let d be the essential reduction system for 7". Choose a pants decomposition 9' of 
F such that de 9'. We say that the paving of 9'.P(F) associated to 9'is adapted to 
d. We may write 7" = OaE..o1(7"a)n., where na is a nonzero integer for each a indo 

FIGURE 8 

By construction, each train track T associated to our paving looks like one of the 
two configurations of Figure 5 in an annular neighborhood of any given component 
of 9'. Let E(T, a) = -1 if the local model for Tin Aa is T( a, -1), and let E(T, a) = 1 
if it is T( a, 1). Let a a be the branch of T which runs parallel to a, and let ba be either 
of the two branches which are incident on a (Figure 8). 

If (T, v) represents.P, then we shall simply write.P= (T, v). By the properties of 
a paving, v(aa) and v(ba) do not depend upon the choice of T. 

Suppose that E(T, a) = -1 and v(aa) ~ v(ba). Then the simple calculation which 
is carried out in Figure 9 shows: 

(1) 7"a(.P) E U(T), 
(2) 7"a(v)(aa) = v(aa) - v(ba), 
(3) 7"a(v)(b) = v(b) for each branch b =1= aa. 

This calculation is valid because the Oehn twist 7"a is supported on the annular 
neighborhood. 
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Let sign: R -+ {-I, I} be defined by the rule: (a) sign(x) = -1 if x < 0 and (b) 
sign(x) = 1 if x ~ O. We recall that T = n"E ..... (T,,)na • Therefore, since any two of 
the Dehn twists commute, we have that Tn = n Tnna for any nonzero integer n. 

By calculations similar to the ones carried out in Figure 9, we may deduce the 
following lemma. 

LEMMA 3.4. Let!l'E U(T), n E Z and e( a) = e(T, a). Then: 
(1) Tn(!l') E U(T'), where e(T', a) is given by the rule 

e(T',a) = e(a)sign{p(aJ + nn"e(a)p(b,,)) if a Ed, 
e( T', fJ) = e( f3) for each component fJ of &\ d. 

(2) Tn(p)(a,,) = Ip(a,,) + nn"e(a)p(b,,)1 if a Ed. 
(3) Tn(p)(b) = p(b)for each branch b ofT\d. 

We are now ready to proceed with the proof of the Uniform Convergence Lemma 
for T. 

PROOF. The first step is to construct a function which shall serve as a measure of 
proximity to Join+(T). To this end, if!l'= (T, p), where Tis a track associated to the 
paving, define d([!l']) = (L"E ..... v(b,,»)/I!l'I. By the properties of a paving (Theorem 
3.2), d([!l']) does not depend upon the choice of T. Furthermore, it depends only 
upon the projective class of !l'. Therefore, it is evident that we have constructed a 
continuous function 
(1) d: &!l'(F) -+ R+ . 
Since &!l'(F) is compact, there exists an upper bound C for d. Furthermore, it is 
easy to see that 
(2) d-1(O) = Join+(T) = Join_(T). 
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Since K is a compact subset of f71!l'(F) - Join-<'T), there exists a positive real 8, 
such that d(K) C [8, C). Similarly, there exists a positive real e, such that 

d(f71!l'(F) \ U) c [e, C]. 
We may assume that 8 < 1 and e < l. 

Suppose [!l') E K. Then d([!l']) ~ 8 and, therefore, 

(3) L v(b,,) ~ 81!l'1· 
aEd 

In order to simplify the notation, we shall let a" denote v(a,,), etc.: 

(4) 1!l'1 = L a" + L b. 
a Ed b*a. 

In order to simplify the notation even further, we shall delete the indices of 
summation. They will be understood in context. By Lemma 3.4, 

(5) 
l'Tn!l'1 = L la" + nn"e( a)b,,1 + Lb, 

l'Tn!l'1 ~ Lnln"lb" - La" ~ nLb" - La", 

l'Tn!l'1 ~ n81!l'1-1!l'1 = (n8 - 1)1!l'1· 
By definition, d(['T"!l']) = (L'Tn(v)(b,,»/I'Tn!l'l. Thus, by Lemma 3.4, d(['Tn!l']) = 
(Lb,,)/I'Tn!l'l. Together with (5) we obtain 

(6) 
Ifn> 1/8, thend(['T"!l']) ~ (Lb,,)/«n8 -1)1!l'1), 

or d([ 'T"!l']) ~ d([!l' ])/( n8 - 1). 
Therefore, we conclude that if n > 1/8, then 
(7) d([ 'Tn!l']) ~ C/(n8 - 1). 
The result follows easily from (7) and the previous remarks. 

4. The Uniform Convergence Lemma for pseudo-Anosovs. This section follows the 
same development as the previous section. Only, at this point, we consider a fixed 
pseudo-Anosov map 'T on a fixed surface F. There exists a positive integer M, such 
that 'TM preserves each component of F. 

We recall that vi( !l'(F) is naturally homeomorphic to niE1vI( !l'(F;). Hence, if 
!l'i E vi( !l'(F;), we may write (!l'i)iEl E vi( !l'(F). If Ai C f71!l'(F;), then we define 
the join of {Aili E I}, *iElAi' by the rule 

* Ai = ([!l'] E f71!l'(F) I!l'= (~) JEI' [!l'i] E Ai' i E I}. 
iEI 

In this case, we may define Join i 'T) = * iEl {[~ ±]}, where [!l'i+) is the attracting 
lamination for 'Ti , and [!l'iJ is the repelling lamination. As in the previous section, it 
suffices to establish the U.c.L. for 'TM. Henceforth, we assume that M = l. 

The projective laminations {[!l' ±]} for a pseudo-Anosov mapping class on a 
connected surface have some striking properties which we will find useful. 

LEMMA 4.1 [1b3). Let F; be a connected surface, 'Ti a pseudo-Anosov mapping class on 
F;, and {[!l'+), [!l'J} the corresponding pair of projective laminations {[(y +, ,u+»), 
[( y -, ,u-)]} for 'Ti· 
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(1) y ± is uniquely ergodic. That is, if 2' is a measured lamination and supp( 2') = Y ±' 
then [2'] = [2' ±]. 

(2) y ± is minimaL That is, if y is a geodesic lamination and y c y ±' then either 
y = 0 or y = y ±. 

(3) y ± is maximal among supports of measured laminations. That is, if 2' is a 
measured lamination (y, /-!) and y ± C y, then y ± = y. 

In addition to the tools already discussed we shall need to employ Thurston's 
intersection form ( , ): .,# 2'(F) x.,# 2'(F) -> R+. The reader is referred to [Ke, 
Thl, ThS] for expositions of this form. We shall give a brief description. 

Suppose 2'1 and 2'2 are measured laminations (Y1,/-!1) and (Y2,/-!2) on F. At a 
point p of transverse intersection of Y1 and Y2' we may find a chart cj>: U( p) -> (a, b) 
X (c, d), where U(p) is a neighborhood ofp and (a, b) and (c, d) are intervals. We 
can choose this chart so that cj>( 2'1 Ii U( p» = (a, b) X Y and cj>( 2'2 Ii U( p» = X 
X (c, d), where Y and X are closed subsets of (c, d) and (a, b) respectively (Figure 
10). 

p 

FIGURE 10 

/-! 2 induces a Borel measure on (a, b) and /-!1 induces a Borel measure on (c, d). 
The product /-!1 ® /-!2 is a finite Borel measure on U( p) supported on the transverse 
intersection (Y1 rh Y2) Ii U( p). These local measures are compatible and one obtains 
a Borel measure /-!1 ® /-!2 on F, supported on Y1 rh Y2' and of finite total mass 
fF d(/-!l ® /-!2). The intersection form is defined by the rule 

(2'1,2'2) = f d(/-!l ® /-!2)· 
F 

THEOREM 4.2 (THURSTON [ThS]). ( , ): .,# 2' ( F) x.,# 2' ( F) -> R + is continuous. 

REMARK. Thurston stated this theorem for"# 2'o(F) (§6). With a few technical 
alterations, the proof actually establishes the stronger result. Furthermore, the result 
was formulated for connected surfaces. By an obvious argument, one may obtain the 
result for surfaces of several components (see §1). 

If 2'and 2" are measured laminations (y, /-!) and (y', /-!') such that Y m y' = 0, 
then we can define the sum of 2' and 2",2' + 2", by the rule 

2'+ 2" = (y U y', /-! + /-!'). 
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The local transverse measures of p. + p.' are just the sums of the local transverse 
measures of p. and p.'. Using this partial addition on vi( 2( F), we may define a partial 
ordering on vi( 2 (F) by the rule 

2'~2 ifandonlyif 2'=2+2" for some 2" EvI(2(F). 

In addition to the previous theorem, we have the following simple observations. 

LEMMA 4.3. Let 2 1, 2 2,2E vi( 2(F), 7" E f(F) and X E R+. Then: 
(1) (21' 2 2) = (22,21), 
(2) (7"21' 7"22) = (21' 2 2), 
(3) (X21' 2 2) = X(21' 2 2), 
(4) if21 + 22 is defined, then (21 + 2 2,2) = (21,2) + (22,2), and 
(5) if21 ~ 2 2, then (21' 2) ~ (22,2). 

The following lemma allows us to construct functions which will serve as measures 
of proximity to Join i 7"). 

LEMMA 4.4. There exists a pair of measured laminations {2+, 2_} and a positive 
real number A> 1, such that if[2] E 92(F), then: 

(1) 7"(2+) ~ X . 2+ and 7"(2J ~ X-1 ·2_, 
(2) (2, 2+) = 0 if and only if [2] E Join+< 7"), 
(3) (2, 2_) = 0 if and only if[2] E Join_( 7"). 

PROOF. For each connected component F; of F, consider the pair of projective 
laminations {[2i+], [-P;J} and the real number Xi> 1, such that 

7"i ( -P; +) = Xi' 2i+ and 7"i ( 2i _) = X"/ . -P; _. 

(1) Let 2+ = LiEI-P;+' 2_= LiEI-P;- and X = min{Xili E I}. 
(2) We can assume F is connected. With this assumption in mind, suppose that 

(2, 2+) = O. Then 'Y rh 'Y + = 0, and 2 + 2+ is defined. By Lemma 4.1(3), 'Y + = 'Y 
U 'Y + and 'Y C 'Y +. Thus by Lemma 4.1(2), 'Y = 'Y +. Finally, by Lemma 4.1(1), 
[2] = [2+]. The converse is trivial. 

(3) This assertion follows in the same manner. 
REMARK. If F is not connected, then the projective classes [2+] and [2_] are not 

uniquely determined by Lemma 4.4. 
We now give the proof of the Uniform Convergence Lemma for 7". 
PROOF. Define a pair of continuous functions 

(1) 

by the rules 

(2) 

By Lemma 4.4, these rules are defined on the domains indicated above. The fact that 
the rules determine well-defined continuous functions follows from the homogeneity 
of ( , ) and Theorem 4.2. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.4, it is easy to see that 

(3) 
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Finally, from the definition, it is clear that 

(4) 
If [£'] E 9£,(F) \(Join_( T) U Join + ( T », 
then) + ([ £']) .) _ ([ £']) = 1. 

Since K is compact, there exists a positive real C, such that) +( K) c [0, C). 
Similarly, there exists a positive real D, such that 

)_(9£,(F)\U) c [O,D]. 
Suppose that [£') E K. Since [£') f/:. Join_( T), it follows from the definition that 

Tn([£,]) f/:. Join_( T). Thus, we may write the following string of inequalities: 
(5) )+( Tn([£,]) = (Tn£" £'+)/(T n£" £'_) = (£', T-n£'+)/(£', T- n£,_) 

~ (£', "A-n£'+)/(£', "An£,_) ~ "A- 2n(£" £'+)/(£', £'_) 

~ "A- 2n)+([£,]). 

Choose a positive integer N, such that if n ~ N, then "A- 2n < 1/(2CD). Then if 
n ~ N 

(6) 
We may assume that Tn([£'])f/:.JoiniT). Therefore,))T n([£']))>2D. By the 
choice of D, we conclude that Tn([£,]) E U. 

5. The Uniform Convergence Lemma for simple direct sums. Suppose F = F1UF2, 
Fl =1= 0 =1= F2, and T is a mapping class in f(F) which preserves Fl and F2. If Tl , the 
restriction of T to F l , is of algebraically finite type and T2 , the restriction of T to F2 , is 
pseudo-Anosov, then we say that T is a simple direct sum. In this section, we shall 
prove the Uniform Convergence Lemma for simple direct sums. Henceforth, 
throughout this section, T denotes a fixed simple direct sum on a fixed surface F. 
There exists a positive integer M, such that Tt is a product of Dehn twists about the 
components ofdT , and T2M preserves the components of F2. 

In this case, we may define JoiniT) to be Join +(Tl ) * Join iT2). As in the 
previous two sections, therefore, it suffices to establish-the U .C.L~ for T M. Hence-
forth, we assume that M = 1. 

The proof will follow the strategy which was used in §§3 and 4. We will construct 
functions which measure proximity to the Joins and then use these to prove the 
uniformity of convergence. At this point, we introduce a paving adapted to .91', the 
essential reduction system for T. For each integer i = 1 or 2, this paving restricts to a 
paving of 9£'(F;) adapted tod;, the essential reduction system for T;. 

We recall the bounded continuous function which was defined in §3, where C 
denotes a bound 
(1) 

There exists a pair of bounded continuous functions 

(2) e ±: 9£,(F2) --+ [0, C] such that e±l(O) = Join ±( T2). 

The functions are defined by the rules 
(3) e +([£']) = (£', £'+)/I£'I and e_([£']) = (£', £'_)/1£'1, 

where £'+ and £'_ are given by Lemma 4.4 applied to T2 • By the usual arguments, 
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these rules determine well-defined, bounded continuous functions. The conditions 
on e±XO) follow from Lemma 4.4. 

We shall construct a corresponding function for 7' and its Joins. We will then 
establish the Uniform Convergence Lemma for 7' in much the same manner as we 
did in §3 for mapping classes of algebraically finite type. In order to accomplish this, 
however, we shall require more explicit information regarding the rates of conver-
gence of the functions d and e ±. The following series of lemmas provide this 
information. 

LEMMA 5.1. There exists a positive real B I , such that 17'1"£"1 ~ InlBI121 for each 
measured lamination2E.At 2(F1) and each nonzero integer n. 

PROOF. (We shall adopt the same simplifications of notation as in §3.) 
(1) 17'1"£"1 = Lb + Lla" + nn"E(a)b"l· 
(2) 1 7't2 1 ~ Lb + La" + InlLln"lb". 
Let no = maximum{ln"lla Ed}. 
(3) 17'ln21 ~ Lb + La" + InlnoLb". 
Since Lb" ~ Ci21 we conclude: 
(4) l7't21 ~ 121 + IninoCi21 ~ Inl(1 + n oC)1 2 1· 

LEMMA 5.2. Let l3, E > 0. Then there exists a positive integer M 1, such that if 
d([2]) ;;:. l3 and n ;;:. M 1, then 

(a) d([ 7't2]) < E and 
(b) l7't+ 12 1 ;;:. (1 - E)I7't21. 

PROOF. Define the following function: 
PI: 92(F1 ) ---+ R+ 

[2] ---+ 17'121/121. 
Clearly, PI is continuous. Furthermore, if [2] E Join t< 7'1), then 7'12;;:. 2 and 

Pl([2]);;:. 1. Therefore, Pl1«(l - E, 00» is an open neighborhood of Join+(7'I). The 
same statement holds for d-1«O, E», and by similar reasoning d- I([l3, CD is a 
compact subset of 92(F) \ Joinj 7'1). 

The lemma follows by applying the U.c.L. for 7'1. 

LEMMA 5.3. There exists a positive real B2, such that 17'2n(2)1 ~ B1nl121 for each 
measured lamination2E.At 2(F2) and each nonzero integer n. 

PROOF. Let P2: 92(F2) ---+ R+ be defined as PI in the proof of Lemma 5.2. Since 
92(F2) is compact, there exists a positive real E+, such that P2 is bounded by E+. 
Hence, l7'i2)1 ~ E+1(2)1. Likewise, there exists a positive real E_, such that 
17'2-1(2)1 ~ E_121. The lemma is satisfied by B2 , where B2 = max{ E_, E+}. 

For the next two lemmas, let D denote a positive number such that 1 < D < A, 
where A is given by Lemma 4.4 applied to 7'2. 

LEMMA 5.4. Let l3, E > 0. Then there exists a positive integer M 2 , such that if 
e _([ 02']) ;;:. l3 and n ;;:. M 2, then 

(c) d([ 7'2"£"]) < E and 

(d) 17'2n+1(2)1;;:. DI7'2n(2)1. 
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PROOF. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.2. 

LEMMA 5.5. For each positive real number e, there exists a positive integer Q, such 
that il n ~ Q, then either 

(1) e +([ T2"2)) < e, or 
(2) IT2n-Q(.P)1 ~ D-(n-Q)I.PI. 

PROOF. Let U = p;l«O, D-1» and K = p;l([O, D-1D. By the U.c.L. for pseudo-
Anosovs applied to T2-1, there is a positive integer N, such that if n ~ N, then 
T2- n(K) C U. Let Uo = Un;;.NT2-n(U). We easily conclude that Join_(T2) C Uo C U, 
T2- 1(UO) c Uo, and if.PE Uo, then IT2.P1 < D-11.P1. 

By a second application of the U.c.L. for pseudo-Anosovs, there exists a positive 
integer Q, such that TPU~.P(F2)\ Uo) c e~XO, e). Hence, if n ~ Q and e+([T2n.pD ~ 
e, then [Tzn-Q('p)] E Uo. It follows easily that IT2n- Q(.P)1 ~ D-(n-Q)I.PI. 

We are now ready to begin the proof of the Uniform Convergence Lemma for T. 

PROOF. From the functions given above, we may construct corresponding func-
tions for T. 

(4) I ±: flP'p(F) -+ [0, C] such thatl±l(O) = Join ±( T). 
By convention, define d(O) = e ±(O) = O. Using these conventions, we define 

(5) I ± ([.PI EEl .P2 n = (1.P11I1.P1) d([ .PIn + (1.P21/1.P1) e ± ([.P2 n· 
By the standard arguments employed previously, this determines a pair of 

well-defined, bounded continuous functions. The condition on I±XO) follows from 
the definition of the Joins. 

As in the proof of the U.c.L. for mapping classes of algebraically finite type, it 
suffices to prove that for each pair of positive reals i> and e, there exists a positive 
integer N, such that if n ~ Nandi _([.P)) ~ i>, then I +( Tn(['p])) < e. 

Suppose, therefore, that I_([.P)) ~ i>. Then, either d([.Pd) ~ i>/2 or ej[.P2D ~ 
i>/2. Suppose that d([.Pd) ~ i>/2. By Lemma 5.2, there exists a positive integer M I , 

such that if m ~ M I , then 
(a) d([ Tt.Pd) < e/2 and 
(b) ([TIm+I.Pd) ~ (1 - e)([Tt.Pd). 

Similarly, if ej[.P2D ~ i>/2, then, by Lemma 5.4 there exists a positive integer M 2 , 

such that if m ~ M 2 , then 
(c) e+([T2m'p2)) < e/2 and 
(d) ([T2m+ I'p2)) ~ D([T2m'p2)). 
At this point let us assume that i> > 1, e < 1 and 1 < D(l - e). (This last 

assumption is possible, since D > 1.) Let M = max(MI' M 2 ). 

Case 1..Pl = O. In this case, ej[.P2D ~ i>/2. It is easy to see from (c) and the 
definitionof/+, thatifm ~ M,f+([Tm.pD < e. 

Case 2 . .P2 = O. By the same token, if m ~ M, 1+([ Tm'p)) < e. Henceforth, we 
assume that.PI =1= 0 =1= .P2 . 

Case 3. d([.Pd) ~ i>/2 and e_([.P2)) ~ i>/2. Again, if m ~ M, thenli[Tm.PD < e. 
We now arrive at the difficult cases. It is here that Lemmas 5.1-5.5 are crucial. 
Case 4. d([.Pd) ~ i>/2 and ej[.P2)) < i>/2. By Lemma 5.5, choose a positive 

integer Q, such that if n ~ Q, then either 
(6) e + ([ T2n'p2 ]) < e/2 
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or 

(7) 

Let Ql = max(M1, Q). By (a) above, if n ~ Ql and (6) holds, then !+([ T n2]) < e. 
Henceforth, we assume that n ~ Ql and (7) holds. From the definition of! _, and the 
assumptions that!j[2]) ~ 8 and e_([22 ]) < 8/2, we observe that 

(8) 

In the following argument. the constants will become rather cumbersome. We 
shall simply write all irrelevant constants by the same symbol, k. 

If n ~ Ql' then 
(i) /T2nse2/ ::::;; k/T2n- Q2 2/ by Lemma 5.3. 
(ii) /T2n2 2/ ::::;; k/22// D n by (6). 
(iii) /T2~2/ ::::;; k/21//Dn by (7). 
(iv) /T2n2 2 / ::::;; khM1£\//D n by Lemma 5.l. 
(v) /T2n2 2 / ::::;; k/Tt2d/(Dn(l - e)n-Ml) by (b). 
(vi) hn22/ ::::;; k/Tt2d/(D(1 - eW. 
Clearly, by (vi), there exists N1, such that Nl ~ Ql and if n ~ N1, then 
(vii) /T{22/ ::::;; e/Tt21//2C. 

It is easy to see that if n ~ N1, then! +([ Tnse]) < e. 
Case 5. d([2d) < 8/2 and ej[22D ~ 8/2. This case follows in a similar manner. 
Since we have covered all cases, the proof is complete. 

6. Projective lamination spaces and reduction maps. Suppose that T is an arbitrary 
mapping class on F. Let d denote the essential reduction system of T. Consider the 
sub collection !!d of simple closed curves which, after reduction along d, correspond 
to boundary components of components of F for which the restriction of T is 
pseudo-Anosov. Clearly, !!d is a reduction system for T. 

It is easy to see that the reduction of T along !!d is either of algebraically finite type 
(in which case, !!d = 0 and T is of algebraically finite type), or pseudo-Anosov (in 
which case, !!d = d), or a simple direct sum. In any event, the reduction of T along 
!!d, T, satisfies the Uniform Convergence Lemma by the results of the previous three 
sections. 

From this simple observation, it is natural to compare the action of T on f!lJ2(F) 
with the action of T on f!lJ2(F). Therefore, in this section, we shall construct 
reduction maps, natural maps between the projective lamination spaces of surfaces 
and their associated reductions. In the next section, we shall employ these maps to 
give the general definition of the Joins of a mapping class. And then, in §8, we shall 
employ them to derive the Uniform Convergence Lemma for an arbitrary mapping 
class in the manner suggested above. 

Suppose that F is a surface, d is an admissible system on F and F = F \ d as in 
§2. Our objective is to construct a continuous reduction map 

A:At2(F) ~At2(F). 
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FIGURE 11 

Intuitively, one may think of this map as given by the rule 

Unfortunately, y n £ is not a geodesic lamination (see Note, §2). It appears that 
y n £ is isotopic to a geodesic lamination and one could use such an isotopy to 
supply this geodesic lamination with a transverse measure induced from JL. We shall 
not attempt to carry this program out. Instead we shall define our maps in terms of 
measured train tracks. 

Choose a pants decomposition ~ of F such that d c ~. Let ~ be the correspond-
ing paving of.At!l'( F). We are going to build directly a paving of.At!l'( £) from this 
paving of .At !l' (F). The notation for the associated objects for .At !l'( F) will be as in 
§3. The corresponding objects for.At !l'(£) will be denoted likewise except for a 
superscript, A • 

Let dbe the collection of boundary components of annuli corresponding to the 
components of d. Let g, = ~\dbe considered as a family of simple closed curves 
onE. 

We may choose a complete hyperbolic structure on £ in which g, is a family of 
simple closed geodesics. In this structure, g, is a pants decomposition of £. Further-
more, we may assume that the components of aF are horocycles in the correspond-
ing cusps of £. For each component a of d, the two components of Aa \ a lie in 
cusps of £ (Figure 11). Hence, we may assume that the components of d are 
horocycles as well. 

For each component a of rjJ we take the given annular neighborhood on F as an 
annular neighborhood on £. In each cusp of £ coming from a cusp of F we choose 
the given punctured disc on F. In each cusp of £ arising from a component a of d, 
we take one of the components of Aa \ a. The closed pants of this paving of £ are 
just the pants of the paving of F. 

We may choose the local models for £ to be the local models for F. The only 
difference occurs in the "new" cusps arising from components of d. In these cusps, 
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we choose the models suggested by Figure 11. By these assocIatIOns, we may 
associate to each train track Tin.'T (fJJ), a train track Ton F. Furthermore, since the 
edges of T are naturally identified with a subset of the edges of T, we may restrict 
any transverse measure p on T to a transverse measure v on T. It is evident that this 
correspondence is continuous on cones and respects the identification of common 
subtracks. If!£' is a measured lamination (y, JL) carried by T, then!l' is a measured 
lamination Cy, fL) carried by Twith (P-#) = (fL)#. 

Let U( d) be the collection of measured laminations whose supports are con-
tained in d. Let d(d) be the corresponding subset of fJJ!£,(F). From the above 
discussion, it is an easy exercise to verify the following lemma. 

LEMMA 6.1. The following reduction map is continuous: 

A: [!£'] ~ [!l']. 

Let dbe a family of isotopy classes of disjoint, homotopically nontrivial simple 
closed curves on F. We shall represent any such family by geodesics in the compact 
region of F and horocycles in the cusps of F. vi( !£,(F; d) will denote the subset of 
vi( !£,(F) consisting of measured laminations whose supports are disjoint fromd. In 
particular, vi( !£,(F; 0) = vi( !£,(F) and vi( !£,(F; aF) = vi( !£'o(F), where vi( !£'o(F) 
is the set of measured laminations on F which have compact supports. Briefly, a 
geodesic lamination is compact if no leaf of the lamination goes out to infinity in a 
cusp of F. 

Note. For a closed surface F, all geodesic laminations are compact. Thus, in this 
case,vI( !£,(F) = vi( !£'o(F). 

The action of R+ clearly restricts to an action on vi( !£'o(F), and we obtain 
fJJ!£'o(F) as the corresponding orbit space. In like manner we obtain fJJ!£,(F; d) as 
the projective space corresponding to vi( !£,(F; d). vi( !£,(F; d) has the subspace 
topology and fJJ!£,(F; d) has the corresponding quotient topology. The reader will 
observe that fJJ!£,(F; d) embeds in fJJ!£,(F). 

Although the reduction maps are not injective, certain natural restrictions of them 
are. 

LEMMA 6.2. The following restriction is a homeomorphism: 

A: fJJ!£,(F;d) -+ fJJ!£,(F;d); A: [!£'] ~ [!l']. 

COROLLARY 6.3. The following restriction is a homeomorphism: 

A: [!£'] ~ [!l']. 

7. The anatomy of a join. Weare now ready to begin our discussion of the 
"anatomy" of a join. Again, we consider a fixed mapping class T and the essential 
reduction systemdT for T. Now, consider the reduction of T alongd, whered= d T • 

For the purposes of the following discussion, we may, if necessary, replace T by T m , 

where m is a positive integer. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, we may assume If preserves 
each of the connected components of F, and each restriction of If is either trivial or 
pseudo-Anosov. 
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Index the components of F as follows: 
(i) F = (U jEJPj)U(UkEKFk). 
(ii) For each} E J, 1j = 1. 
(iii) For each k E K, Tk is pseudo-Anosov. 
Note. It is possible, of course, that J = 0 or K = 0. 
By definition of pseudo-Anosov, for each k, as in (iii), there is a pair of nontrivial 

measured laminations {.Pk+, .Pk_} C vi( .P(Fk)' and a positive real number Ak> 1, 
such that Tk(.Pk+) = Ak . .Pk+ and Tk(.PkJ = A--,}.Pk_. 

Note. These measured laminations are compactly supported, {.Pk+' .Pk _} C 

vi( .PO(Fk) [Th2, FLP1. 
We may extend the notion of the join of subsets of g>.P(F), which we defined in 

§4, to arbitrary surfaces as follows. If .Pi and.P2 are measured laminations (Yl' Ill) 
and (Y2' Il 2)' such that Yl n Y2 = 0, we shall refer to.Pl +.P2 as the direct sum of 
.Pi and.P2'.P1 Ef1 .P2, and write.Pl Ef1.P2 = (yl UY2' III Ef1 1l2)· 

Two subsets A and B of g>'p( F) have disjoint supports if supp( .Pi) n supp( .P2) = 

o for each pair of measured laminations (.Pi' .P2 ) with [.Pd E A and [.P21 E B. If 
A and B have disjoint support, then we may define the join of A and B, A * B, by the 
rule 

A * B = {[.P] E g>'p ( F) I.P = .Pi Ef1 .P2, [.Pi] E A, [.P2] E B}. 

It is clear that we may employ this notion to define the following subsets of g>.P(F). 

(1) Kernel{ T) = Ker{ T) = A-- l ( * g>'p( Pj; ,!ilJ) , 
IE] 

(2) Attractor{T) = Att(T) = A-- l ( * {[.Pk+]})' 
kEK 

(3) Neutral{T)=Neut{T)= * {[al}, 
a Es1'T 

(4) 

The arguments of Lemma 1.3 establish that A * B is, in fact, homeomorphic to the 
topological join of A and B. In fact, using Lemma 6.2, we may easily establish the 
following result. 

LEMMA 7.1. (1) Ker(T) ~ * g>.P(Pj;.!iI). 
JEJ 

(2) Att(T) ~ * {[.Pk+]}. kEK 
(3) Neut(T) ~ * {[a]}. 

a EL-#." 

(4) Join+(T) ~ Ker(T)*Att(T)*Neut(T). 

REMARK. By Corollary 1.4, Lemma 7.1 and basic properties of topological joins 
we have the following observations. 

(1) Ker( T) is homeomorphic to a sphere or a disc of some appropriate finite 
dimension (else it is empty). 

(2) Att( T) is homeomorphic to a standard n-simplex, where n + 1 is the number of 
pseudo-Anosov components in the reduction of T along its essential reduction system 
(else empty). 
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(3) N eut( r) is homeomorphic to a standard n-simplex, where n + 1 is the number 
of connected components of the essential reduction system for r (else empty). 

(4) Join+(r) is homeomorphic to a sphere or a disc of some appropriate finite 
dimension. In fact, if r is infinite order, then either Att( r) or Neut( r) is nonempty. 
Hence, in this case, Join+( r) is a disc. If r is of finite order, then Join+( r) is equal to 
9.P(F). 

The Join _ of r is defined by replacing Att( r) by the Repeller of r which is defined 
as 

(5) Repeller(r) = Rep(r) = A-l ( * [.Pk -1). 
kEK 

The following observations are easily checked. 

LEMMA 7.2. (1) For each n > 0, Join ±( rn) = Join ±( r). 
(2) For each n < 0, Join ±( rn) = Join J r). 
(3) For each 0 E f( F), o(Join ±( r» = Join ±( ora -1). 

REMARK. The reader may easily check that the definitions we have given in this 
section extend the definitions given in §§3, 4 and 5. 

8. The Uniform Convergence Lemma. In this section, we shall prove the Uniform 
Convergence Lemma for an arbitrary element r of f(F). 

UNIFORM CONVERGENCE LEMMA. Let T E f(F), let K be a compact subset of 
9.P(F)\Join_(T) and let U be an open neighborhood of Join+(r). There exists a 
positive integer N, such that if n ~ N, then T n( K) c U. 

PROOF. Let.xl and !!J denote the reduction systems for r which are described in the 
introductory statements of §6. Let f be the reduction of r along !!J. As we observed 
in these introductory statements, f satisfies the Uniform Convergence Lemma. Let A 
denote the corresponding reduction map 

A: 9'p(F)\b.(!!J) --+ 9'p(F). 

It is clear from the definition of the Joins that 

(1) 

Since b.(!!J) c Join+(r) (in fact, b.(!!J) c Neut(r», 9.P(F) \ U is a compact 
subset of 9.P(F)\b.(!!J). Let K = A(K) and C = A(9.P(F)\ U). Observe (1) 
implies that C c 9.P(F)\Join+(f). Furthermore, since C is compact, 9.P(F)\ C 
is an open neighborhood of Join+( f). Let U = 9.P(F) \ c. 

As observed, there exists a positive integer N, such that for each integer n ~ N, 
(fY(K) c U. Therefore 

Tn(K) C A-l(A( rn(K))) = A-l ( fn(K)), 

rn(K) c A-l(U) c U for each integer n ~ N. 

REMARK. The argument which has been employed here will not work for an 
arbitrary reduction system. For, in general, it is not true that A-l(Join ±( f» c 
Join ±( r). For example, let F be a closed, connected surface of genus two, and 
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o IX 

T = T" f = 1 

FIGURE 12 

{ IX, {J} be a pair of dual curves as in Figure 12. Let T be the Dehn twist about IX, and 
A be the reduction map corresponding to {IX}. The reduction of T along IX is trivial. 
Therefore 

(2) 
On the other hand, {J E Y'.P(F) \ ~({ IX}), but, since {J is dual to IX, {J $. Join+( T). 

9. Two generator subgroups of f(F). In addition to the properties of Lemma 4.3, 
we shall need the following result concerning pseudo-Anosov mapping classes on 
connected surfaces. 

LEMMA 9.1 [Mel]. Let F be a connected surface, T a pseudo-Anosov mapping class, 
and {[.P+], [.P-D the unique pair of fixed points for the action of Ton Y'.P(F). The 
stabilizer of [.P ±] is a virtually cyclic subgroup of f(F), any torsion free subgroup of 
which is cyclic. 

We now proceed with the proof of Theorem B. 
PROOF OF THEOREM B. Let Join(a) = Join_(a) U Join+(a). First, we consider the 

case where Join( a) n Join( T) is empty. In particular, a and T are of infinite order. 
Since Join(a) and Join(T) are closed subsets of Y'.P(F), we may separate them by 
open subsets U and V. That is: 

(a) Join(a) C U. 
(b) Join( T) C V. 
(c)UnV=0. 
SinceY'.P(F) is connected, we may choose 
(d)p E 9.P(F)\(U U V). 
Note. (e) V U {p} is a compact subset of Y'.P(F) \ Join ±( a). 
(f) U U {p} is a compact subset of Y'.P(F) \ Join +( T). 
By repeated applications of the Uniform Convergence Lemma, we conclude that 

there exists: 
(g) MI > 0 such that an(V U {p}) C U for all n ~ MI. 
(h) M2 > 0 such that a-n(V U {p}) C U for all n ~ M 2. 
(i) NI > 0 such that Tn(u U {p}) c V for all n ~ N I. 
(j) N2 > 0 such that T-n(U U {p}) c V for all n ~ N 2. 
Let M = MIM2 and N = N IN2. Then: 
(k) For each nonzero integer n, (aMy(V U {p}) c U. 
(1) For each nonzero integer n, (TNy(U U {p}) c V. 
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By the Freedom Criterion, gp(OM, TN) is a free group of rank two on the 
generators 0 M and TN. 

Now, we consider an arbitrary pair 0 and T in f(F). We shall prove Theorem B 
by induction on C(F), where C(F) is the maximum number of components of an 
admissible system on F. One may compute that C(F) = 3g + b - 3c. If dis an 
admissible system on F, then C(fr) < C(F). Therefore, C(F) is ideally suited for 
"reduction" arguments. 

Suppose that C(F) = O. Then F is a disjoint union of pairs of pants. Since the 
mapping class group of a pair of pants is finite [BLM], it follows easily that f(F) is 
finite. (f(F) is an extension of the direct product of the mapping class groups of the 
components of F by a subgroup of the group of permutations of the components.) 
Therefore, Theorem B follows by triviality. 

Now, suppose that C(F) > O. In addition, suppose that F is not connected. Since 
hypothesis and conclusion are invariant under exponentiation of 0 and T by nonzero 
integers, we can assume that 0 and T preserve each of the components of F. We have 
natural projections '171 : gp(o, T) --+ f(~). Restrict these to epimorphisms '1Tj : gp(o, T) 
--+ gp( OJ, Tj ). 

Suppose that we can choose a pair of nonzero integers M j and Nj for each i E J, 
such that gp(OjMi, Tti) is abelian. Then gp(OM, TN) is abelian, where M = DjE/Mj 
and N = DiE/N;. 

On the other hand, if for some index i there exists a pair of nonzero integers Mi 
and N;, such that the corresponding group gp(ori , TiNi ) is a free group of rank 2, 
then the epimorphism '1Ti splits. Therefore, the natural splitting gp(OMi, TNi) is a free 
group of rank 2. 

In other words, we may assume that F is connected. Furthermore, by the previous 
argument, we may assume that Join( 0) n Join( T) is nonempty. Furthermore, we 
may assume that 0 and T are of infinite order. (Otherwise, the conclusion is trivial.) 

Suppose that 0 is pseudo-Anosov, and Join( 0) n Join( T) is nonempty. If [.sf] E 

Join( 0) n Join( T), then clearly .sf is one of the pair of measured laminations 
associated to o. It is clear from the descriptions of the Joins that T is pseudo-Anosov, 
with [.sf] as one of its pair of fixed points. Therefore, gp( 0, T) is contained in the 
stabilizer of the projective class of .sf. By Lemma 9.1, we conclude that gp(o, T) is 
virtually cyclic. By passing to exponents if necessary, we conclude that gp(om, Tn) is 
cyclic. 

Therefore, we may assume that 0 and T are infinite order reducible mapping 
classes. In particular, do '* 0. Suppose that [.sf] E Join( 0) n Join( T). From the 
description of the Joins and the action of f(F) on measured laminations, we can 
choose representatives s E 0 and t E T, and positive integers m and n, such that 
s m( y) = y = t n( y), where 'Y is the support of .sf. Let d be the collection of compact 
leaves of y. Clearly, d is preserved by sm and tn. Therefore, if d is nonempty, om 
and Tn have a common nontrivial reduction system. On the other hand, if y does not 
contain compact leaves, then there are components of F\ y which contain simple 
closed geodesics (do c F\ y). To each such component N, we may associate a 
closed retract M which is unique up to isotopy fixing the frontier of N, and is a 
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y 

:: 

FIGURE 13 

manifold with boundary aM (Figure 13). If every boundary component of M 
bounded a disk of F or a cusp of F, then y would be contained in M. (Cusps 
connected.) Any boundary component of M which does not bound a disk of F or a 
cusp of F is isotopic to a unique simple closed geodesic. Hence, the collection of 
such boundary components corresponds to a common nontrivial reduction system 
for cr m and 'Tn. In any event, cr m and 'Tn have a common nontrivial reduction system 
d. 

REMARK. It may occur that, in the latter event of the above discussion, certain of 
the boundary components of the various components are parallel on F. Thus, the 
correspondence of this collection of boundary components with a reduction system 
need not be one-to-one. 

Let r.,.,(F) be the stabilizer of din r(F) and consider the associated reduction 
homomorphism [BLMj 

A: r.,.,(F) ~ r(F), [t] ~ [I]. 
Again, restrict this homomorphism to an epimorphism 

A: gp(cr, 'T) .... gp(a, f). 

Since C(F) < C(F), the induction hypothesis implies that there exists a pair of 
nonzero integers m and n, such that either gp(a m , fn) is abelian or a free group of 
rank 2. In the latter case, the splitting argument just employed implies that 
gp( cr m, 'T n) is a free group of rank 2. In the former case, since the kernel of the 
reduction homomorphism is abelian [BLMj, we conclude that gp( cr m, 'T n) is solvable. 
The Theorem of [BLMj stated in the introduction implies that gp( cr m, 'T n) is virtually 
abelian. By passing to higher exponents M and N, if necessary, we conclude that 
gp( cr M, 'T N) is abelian. 

10. A Tits-Alternative for r( F). 
PROOF OF THEOREM A. As in the previous proof, we shall use induction on C(F). 

Again, the case where C(F) = 0 is trivial. Hence, we assume that C(F) > O. Since 
r( F) is virtually torsion free [BL, BLMj, we may assume that G is torsion free. In 
addition, we shall assume that G does not contain a nonabelian free group. Finally, 
by the same argument employed in the proof of Theorem B, we may assume that F 
is connected. 
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First, suppose that G contains a pseudo-Anosov CI. If'T E G, by Theorem B, we 
may choose a pair of nonzero integers M and N, such that gp(CI M, 'TN) is abelian. 
Since Join+(CI) = {[.P]}, Lemma 7.2 implies that 'TN(['p]) = [.P]. If 'T is nontrivial, 
then by Lemma 9.1 and the assumption that G is torsion free, 'TN is pseudo-Anosov. 
This implies that 'T is pseudo-Anosov and [.P] is one of its fixed points. Since 'T is an 
arbitrary nontrivial element of G, we conclude that G is contained in the stabilizer of 
[.P] in r(.p). Therefore, by Lemma 9.1, G is virtually cyclic. 

Therefore, we may assume that G does not contain a pseudo-Anosov. Together 
with our previous assumptions, we see that G consists entirely of infinite order, 
reducible mapping classes. In particular, if CI E G, then the essential reduction 
systemda for CI is nonempty (Theorem 2.1). 

Suppose that CI and 'T are an arbitrary pair of elements of G. By Theorem B, 
choose a pair of nonzero integers M and N, such that gp( CI M, 'TN) is abelian. By the 
properties of essential reduction systems [BLM], d a = daM, d T = dTN and CIM(dT) 
= d T • Likewise, we conclude that (da , d T ) = O. 

Let d G = UaEGda. By the previous remarks, d G =1= 0, d G is an admissible 
system. Finally, by the same remarks, d G is stabilized by each element 'T of G. Let 
d= d G , and consider the associated reduction homomorphism A: r.,.,(F) -+ qF), 
and its corresponding epimorphic restriction A: G -+ G. 

Since C(F) < C(F), the induction hypothesis implies that either G is virtually 
abelian or G contains a nonabelian free group. In the latter case, we may employ a 
splitting argument, as in the proof of Theorem B, to prove that G contains a 
nonabelian free group. In the former case, since ker( A) is abelian, G is virtually 
solvable. As in the previous proof, the Theorem of [BLM] implies that G is virtually 
abelian. 
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